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[1551, 1977]. nuclear [564]. number
[161, 254, 255, 347, 379, 856, 2013].
n umbers [559, 1583, 2012]. Numer
[527, 595, 735, 794, 1485, 1864]. numerator
[692]. Numerical
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numerical [1942].
numerical-analysis-focused [461].


| pressure-dependent [1146]. |
| pressure-robust [114, 907, 1334, 1423]. |
| pressure-stress [935]. pressures [30, 385]. |
| primal-dual [314]. primitive [135]. |
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Recovery [1255, 200, 199, 621, 931, 1357, 1356, 1385, 1585, 1746, 1853, 2014, 2061, 199].


reduction [56, 57, 1117, 1462, 1611]. Redundancy [1855]. redundant [608].

Reeves [42, 651]. Referees [88, 90, 92, 95, 97, 99]. reference [884].

Refinable [418]. refined [31, 49, 853, 855, 1033, 1074]. refinement [1134, 1531]. reflection [985].


Residual-type [1963]. residuals [121]. residue [1940]. resistivity [1315]. resolution [149].


Richardson [990]. Riemann [570, 1553, 1679, 1916, 1925].


rigid [209, 843, 1710]. Ritz [1734, 1797].

RK [1753]. RK4 [112]. RLW [1060].

Robbins [1683]. Robin [216, 1256].

Robust [430, 434, 538, 687, 861, 1300, 1416].
Smoothness [1040, 2027, 374, 719, 991, 1433, 1575, 1582, 1855]. snapshot [1834].

Sneyd [2022]. Sobolev
[133, 227, 419, 646, 662, 991, 1051, 1373]. Sobolev-type [1373]. softmax [310].
space-time-dependent [1255]. spaced [1668]. spaces
spaces-based [953]. spanning [1748].

[233]. Spatial
[1524, 236, 260, 325, 326, 857, 1600].
spatially [890]. SPD [754]. SPDE [1326].

SPDEs [378, 1448, 1978]. special
[828, 914, 1825, 1936]. speciﬁed [618, 1330].
spectra [1386]. Spectral
spectral-in-time [1070]. spectral/ [469].
spectral/difference [1355]. spectrum
[1495, 1502, 1873]. speed [431]. sphere
[160, 240, 422, 820, 888, 1192, 1353, 1475, 1490, 1782]. spherical [116, 820, 1355, 1469].
spheroidal [233]. spine [20]. spiral [602].

nl [327, 148, 229, 410, 413, 418, 419, 423, 563, 602, 663, 714, 755, 858, 1103, 1112, 1176, 1275, 1299, 1439, 1462, 1493, 1612, 1625, 1668, 1711, 1762, 1853, 1856, 1855, 1858].
split [519, 706, 955]. split-step [955].

split-steps [706]. Splitting

Space-Time
[25, 189, 282, 381, 66, 1331, 1481, 1542, 1715].
space-time-dependent [1255]. spaced
[1668]. spaces
spaces-based [953]. spanning [1748].

Sparso-like [1396]. Source
[135, 506, 1150, 1166, 1801, 1820]. Space
stresses [583]. stretched [1416]. strict [240, 373], Strictly [422].
string [1702]. strip [1557]. strip-based [1557]. stroboscopic [1777]. Strong
strongly
[600, 623, 1014, 1271, 1365, 1443, 1722, 1954]. structural
[265, 933, 934, 1632]. structurally
[1514]. Structure
[939, 2046]. Structure-preserving
[939, 2046]. structured
[731, 1948]. structures
[1245]. studies [256]. Study
[836, 864]. Sturm
[257, 304, 358, 839, 918, 969, 1030, 1158, 1715].
Sub
[391, 1600]. sub-diusion
[1600]. Sub-Grid
[391]. subcycling
[763]. subdiffusion
[1250, 1251, 1252, 1255, 1277, 1281, 1397, 1477]. subdivision
[697, 1040, 1192, 1518, 1582, 1583, 1751, 2027, 2028]. Subgrid
[1050, 164]. sub-grid-scale
[164]. subject
[666, 2059]. submanifolds
[700, 1378]. submatrix
[1992]. Subsampled
[250, 327]. subsequent
[993]. subsonic
[1880]. subspace
[865, 1231]. subspace-breaking
[1231]. substructuring
[1557, 1558]. subtraction
[872]. successive
[796, 1100, 1505]. Sufficient
[862]. suitable
[563]. sum
[249, 310, 609, 791]. sums
[250, 368, 1298, 1993]. sup
[198, 391, 1359, 1520, 671]. super
[586, 747, 1046, 737]. super-convergence
[747]. super-convergent
[584]. super-linear
[1046, 737]. Supercloseness
[1436, 1457]. superconducting
[811, 1877]. superconductivity
[396, 802, 808]. superconductors
[223]. Superconvergence
Superconvergent
[1385, 2061, 584, 583, 911, 1723]. superlinear
[1706]. superposition
[72]. supersmoothness
[1855]. supported
[556]. Supraconvergence
[193]. supraconvergent
[936]. surface
[48, 59, 179, 211, 233, 403, 713, 714, 789, 809, 859, 989, 1102, 1230, 1262, 1322, 1324, 1742, 1743, 1962]. surface-fitting
[713]. surfaces
[202]. survey
[1678, 1811]. Sushi
[834]. SVD
[742]. SWIFT
[521]. switching
[53]. Symm
[815, 1383, 2037]. Symmetric
[938, 242, 483, 571, 581, 585, 583, 759, 1740, 875, 1078, 1201, 1220, 1257, 1263, 1420, 1470, 1527, 1537, 1545, 1613, 1628, 1650, 1671, 1705, 1766, 1821, 1896, 1897]. symmetrizable
[1269]. Symmetrization
[1460, 201]. symmetry
[53, 422, 696, 1232, 1579, 2018]. symmetry-breaking
[1579, 2018].
Symplectic
[723, 165, 454, 533, 1431, 1569, 1626]. symplecticity
[1080]. system
[19, 40, 206, 246, 396, 443, 474, 547, 581, 622, 659, 703, 743, 868, 1074, 1127, 1159, 1260, 1308, 1409, 1427, 1443, 1465, 1474, 1617, 1731, 1764, 1869, 1880, 1885, 1991, 2045, 2046]. Systems
[1674, 674]. T
[563]. T-splines
[563]. Takens
[299, 1232, 1231, 2018]. Tangential
[1102].


two- [122]. two-by-two [170].


two-factor [1468]. Two-grid [462].

Two-level [1284, 1902, 542, 1533, 2033].

two-parameter [304, 1690]. two-phase [21, 40, 386, 471, 939, 1157, 1494, 1726].

Two-point [234, 913, 5, 301, 321, 524, 525, 793, 1042, 1125, 1597, 1843, 1878, 1883, 1937, 1466, 1472, 1523, 1654, 2022, 2023].

Two-scale [1622, 1429]. Two-sided [280].


type-6 [1856]. type-II [808].

ultraspherical [1082]. Unbiased [1353].


unconditionally [182, 1292, 1468, 1472].

unconstrained [129, 652, 1704, 1911, 2050].


uniform-in-time [1198]. Uniformly [2063, 1, 30, 518, 543, 579, 1474, 1888].

unilateral [107, 245, 717, 1902]. unipolar [461].

uniqueness [1980].

unit [428, 820, 1099, 1490, 1685].

unitary [1188].

unity [788]. Univariate [238, 420, 698, 699].

unknown [1105, 1784]. unsteady [494, 1712, 1881]. unstructured [833].

unsymmetric [542]. updates [1321, 1766, 2059, 2060].

Updating [1771, 1650, 1705]. upper [1771]. Upwind [1289, 22, 81, 361, 415, 495, 506, 1185, 1426, 1473, 1559, 1752, 1764]. upwind- [1559].

upwinding [1918]. Use [1343, 156, 186, 1099, 1321, 1714, 1837].
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wave-structure [1168].
wave-thermoelastic [1169]. wave-type [1144, 1147, 1478]. waveform [1770, 2017].
waveguide [1370]. Wavelet
[284, 404, 646, 521, 528, 829, 1867, 2004]. Wavelet-based [646, 521].
Wavelet-Fourier [404]. wavelets [1615].
Wavenumber [522, 1469]. waves [189, 826].
Weber [974]. wedge [142].
Weierstrass [610].
weight [516, 1513, 1674]. Weighted
[433, 1672, 105, 199, 824, 991, 1132, 1233, 1556, 1623, 1721, 1897, 1898]. weights [891, 1295, 1674, 1923]. Weiner [1511].
Weiner-Hopf [1511]. Well
[1604, 497, 599, 978, 1624, 1767].
well-conditioned [978]. well-posed [599, 1767]. Well-posedness [1604].
well-reservoir [497]. Wendroff [1446, 1916]. Wendroff-type [1446].
Wentzell [191]. were [1068]. Westervelt
[1276]. which [1014, 2072]. white
[326, 1105, 1438]. whole [1923]. Wick
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[591]. Wiener [764, 1018]. Willmore [221].
Wilson [540]. Wimbledon [100, 100].
Winther [475]. withdrawal [1186].
without
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worst-case [636]. Wrap [1113].
Wrap-around [1113].

Xin [1806].
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